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Further study of the MnZ+ EPR centre in ferro- and 
para-elastic BiVO,: spin Hamiltonian parameters and 
temperature dependence 
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t Department of Physics, Pusan National Uiliversity, b a n  609-735, Korea 
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Abstract. The electronpar~,,agneticresonance(E~n) ofan Mn2+ (S = 5/2)impu- 
rityin thefvroelasticandpars,el~ticphaseof BiVOa aystab withaein&domain. 
grown by the Czodrralrki method, has been investigated using an X-band spectro- 
meter. The rotatimpattansof theresouanceficldsmeasdon the crystallographic 
planesaresnalysed g = 1.9940f0.0009, D/h  = 2.443&0.002, E / h  = 0.4912&0.0009, 
Flh = 0.094 f 0.002, B:/h = 0.0, A=/IL = 0.27f 0.02, A,/h = 0.25 f 0.02, and 
A,/h=093fO.O2GHzatroomtnnnpraatre((< T, = 528K);mdg= 1.994f0.001, 
D/h = 0.000 f 0.004, E / h  = 0.000 f 0.004, F/h  = 0.00 & 0.01, A / h  = 0.25 f 0.01 
GHz at  T = 535 K (> TC). The principal 2. y, and z axes of the D-tensor are found 
to be along the crystallographic 6,  c + 45' and Z + 45' axes, respectively. This fiz+ 
an t r e  has the correct principal axes system of the D-tensor compsred with the pre- 
vious Miq centre. The D-value deueases as the temperature increases in the range 
107-535 K. It is proposed that the Mn*+ ion substitutes for Bi3+ without nearby 
charge compemation. 

1. Introduction 

Bismuth vanadate (BiVO,), first synthesized in 1963 (Roth and Waring), was found to 
be ferroelastic (Bierlein and Sleight 1975). Recently, there have been a great number 
of experiments, such as x-ray and powder neutron diffraction (David el al 1979), 
Ramanscattering (Pincsuk el al 1977, 1979) and NMR (Lim e t  a1 1989), to investigate 
its structural changes, phase transitions and optical properties. The structure of the 
domains has been investigated by the 'lV NMR and x-ray diffraction techniques (Choh 
e t  al 1985, Moon et a1 1987). 

An EPR study of Gd3+, Er3+ and MnZt in BiVO, single crystals has also been 
reported (Baran el al 1985). The angular dependences of the EPR spectra of these 
ions n'ere studied in the temperature range 4.2-650 K,  and domains with an angle 
of 90' were proposed from the EPR spectra. It was suggested that Gd3+, Er3+ and 
Mn2+ replace Bi3+, Bi3+ or V5+, and Bi3+, respectively, and that there are two types 
of centres for MnZt: one without any accompanying defect (Mn,) and the other with 
a vacancy in the immediate environment (MnI,). 

In our preceding papers, the phase transition and domain structure have been 
studied mainly by the NMR of 51V (Choh et a/ 1985, Moon el al 1987, Lim el a1 
1989). The present work is an extension to include EPR of the paramagnetic impurity 
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in BiVO, because EPR is a sensitive technique for distinguishing domain structures 
(Baran e l  al 1985). Meanwhile, we have observed an MnZ+ EPR centre in the ferros 
lastic and para-elastic phases of BiVO, single crystals with a single domain. In this 
paper, the relationship between the principal axes of the zero-field splitting tensor and 
crystallographic axes is examined by means of the rotation patterns of the EPR spec- 
tra and is discussed in terms of the defect structure. The temperature dependence of 
the zero-field splitting parameters and the ferroelastic phase transition are discussed 
in terms of the EPR spectra measured in the range 107-535 K.  This Mn2+ centre is 
different in its principal axes system of the D-tensor from the Mn, centre reported by 
Baran et a/ (1985). This preliminary result was given at a Korean Physical Society 
Meeting (Yeom et a! 1990). 

T E Yeom et a/ 

2. Crystal structure 

Bismuth vanadate crystal undergoes a reversible second-order phase transition at 
about 528 K (= T,) between the monoclinic fergusonite and the tetragonal scheelite 
structure (Dudnik e l  a/ 1979). The ferroelastic phase of BiVO has the point group 
2/m with the unit cell dimensions a = 5.1966 A, b = 11.704 1, and c = 5.0921 A, 
and !3 = 90.38' at mom temperature. In the para-elastic phase the space group is 
4/m with the lattice parameters U = e = 5.1507 A, b = 11.730 A, and p = 90.0' at 
573 K (David et a /  1979). The para-elastic tetragonal structure of BiVO, is shown in 
figure 1, where the arrows mark the displacements of the ions below T,. 

c 

Figure 1. The para-elastic tetragonal stmctwe of a BiVOl single crystal. The 
arrows show distortion from the para-elastic to the ferroelastic structure. 

The displacements of Bi3+ and VSf are along the b axis: both cations move in the 
same direction (Sleight e t  ol 1979). The displacements of the Bi3+ ions play a major 
role in the transition (Wood and Glazer 1980). In the ferroelastic phase, the vanadium 
atom with different bond lengths (V-0, and V-O,,) is located in a distorted oxygen 
tetrahedron, and the bismuth atom is coordinated by eight distorted VO, tetrahedra. 
BiVO, single crystals grown by the Czochralski method have either single or twin 
domain structures (Moon et al  1987). 
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3. Experimental procedure 

A sample crystal with a single domain, confirmed by x-ray diffraction and 51V NMR, 
was selected for the EPR study. The manganese was not deliberately doped into the 
crystal but was contained in the starting material as an impurity. The concentration 
of the Mn impurity in the crystal was not chemically analysed; however, it is estimated 
to be less than 0.01 wt%. The crystallographic principal axes of the specimen were 
determined by the x-ray Laue method. 

The rotation patterns of the resonance fields on the crystallographic ab-, bc- and 
ca-planes were obtained at 1' or 2' intervals at room temperature. On the other hand 
the temperature dependence of the EPR spectra was measured at three angles on the 
ca-plane including the z axis of the Btensor. The rotation pattern of the resonance 
fields on the crystallographic ca-plane which contains the principal z axis of D-tensor 
was also obtained at 535 K (> Tc). 

The equipment used for the EPR measurements was a Bruker X-band EPR spec- 
trometer (ESP 300 series) with a TE,,, rectangular cavity. The microwave frequency 
was kept in the range 9.800f0.003 GHz (at room temperature) and 9.531f0.003 GHz 
(at 535 K), respectively, during the measurements, and the microwave frequency 
counter was calibrated by observing the DPPW signal. An NMR gaussmeter was used 
for measuring the resonance magnetic fields. From the experimental data for the three 
crystallographic planes, the accuracy of the sample alignment is estimated to be within 
fl.O'. 

Y=9.800 GHz 
TZ300 U 

1 

4. Experimental data 

A typical EPR spectrum measured at room temperature is shown in figure 2, where 
we deal with only the spectrum of the Mn2+ ion. The five groups of lines labelled 1, 
2, 3,  4 and 5 are the fine structure of MnZS (S = 5/2), and the six lines within each 
group are the hyperfine structure of 55Mn (I = 5/2,  100% abundance). 
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experimental points taken at the centre of each h e  structure are indicated by open 
circles, and the calculations to be discussed later are indicated by full curves. The 
reason we have fewer experimental points in figures 3 and 4 than in figure 5 is the 
fact that the signal intensity is strongly dependent on the direction of the applied 
magnetic field and the hyperfine spectra mingle with each other when the resonance 
fields approach nearer. This dependence is found to be associated with the Zeeman 
interaction and the principal axes system of the zero-field splitting (see figure 7). 

T E Yeom et al 
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Figure 3. Rotation pattun for the Mn2+ ~esoumce in the obplaue of BiVOI . 

. 
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Figure 4. Rotation pattern for the Ma2+ resonancc in the bc-plme of BiVO, 

The data points in these figures show symmetric angular dependences. One princi- 
pal axis of the zero-field splitting tensor automatically turns out to be along the b axis 
for which the rotation patterns are symmetric on the a b  and bc-planes. Consequently, 
the remaining two principal axes are on the ca-plane, perpendicular to the b axis. 
Accordingly, from the angular dependence of the resonance fields on the ca-plane in 
figure 5 ,  the two other principal axes of the zero-field splitting tensor are determined 
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ANGLE (DEGREE1 

Figure 5. Rahtiou patten, for the MI?+ monclll~e in the m - p h e  of BiVO4. 

to be c + 45' (i.e. 6 - 459 and 67 + 45' (i.e. c + 135'), respectively. Actually the a, b, 
and e axes of ferroelastic BiVO, are not perfectly orthogonal (monoclinic); however, 
they may be approximated as orthorhombic (see the analysis). 

To examine the temperature dependence of the EPR parameters for the Mn2+ 
impurity in a BiVO, single crystal, the resonance spectra were measured at thirteen 
different temperatures in the range 107-535 K. Among the three specific angles only 
the resonance field data with the magnetic field applied along the z axis of the P 
tensor are shown in figure 6 for the three transitions: I - i) CI 14); I - $) w I - $); and 
1 - 4) ++ I - $) as a function of temperature. The rotation pattern of the resonance 
fields of the MnZt ion in the para-elastic phase, showing no angular dependence, was 
also obtained. The five fine structure lines which consisted ofsix lines each, recorded at 
room temperature (e.g. figure 2), degenerated into only one with the six-line hyperfine 
structure in the para-elastic phase. 

as[ 1 

100 ZOO 300 400 MO 600 
TEMPERATURE I K )  

Figure 6. Temperalure dependence of EPR spectra c 
crystal. Only t h e e  lines out of five are shown. 

5. Analysis 

in a BiVO4 single 

The Mn2+ ion has the electron configuration lsZ2sZ2p63s23p63d5 and is an S-state ion 
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with S = 5/2 and a basic level of 6S,,2. When this ion is embedded in a crystal, it 
experiences an intense crystal field produced by the neighbouring ions because the 3d 
shell of the MnZt ion is the outermost one. Consequently, fine structure arises from the 
crystal field and the spinspin interactions, and the hyperfine structure results from 
the interaction between the nuclear spin of 55Mn (I = 5/2, 100%) and its electronic 
spin. Accordingly, the experimental results for the resonance fields can be analysed 
with the usual spin Hamiltonian 

T H Yeom e l  a1 

H = H, + H,,+ Hh (1) 

where the terms on the right-hand side are the Zeeman interaction, the fine structure 
(zero-field splitting), and the hyperfine interaction, respectively. The Zeeman term is 

H ,  = PB * g -  S (2) 

where p is the Bohr magneton, B is the external magnetic field vector, g is the 
spectroscopic splitting tensor, and S is the effective electronic spin vector, The zero- 
field splitting term is 

where we have adopted the extended Stevens operators (Of ,  q < 0 included) defined 
in Rudowicz (1985) as the reference notation. The second form (Bleaney el  al 1954) 
was introduced for numerical convenience. The consistent convention (Altshuler and 
Kozyrev 1974, Newman and Urban 1975) for the 'scaled' parameters 6:, which prevails 
in recent literature, requires that fk = 4, & and & for L = 2, 4 and 6, respectively. 
The general zero-field splitting term for the monoclinic structure (Rudowicz 1986) is 

H,, = BgO: + BZO: + BjO: +Bioi + B:O: + B:Oi + B i o i  + B:O: + BtOg 

+ ~ 2 2 0 ; ~  + B ; ~ o o , - ~  + ~ ; 4 0 ; 4  + ~ ; 2 0 ; 2  + ~ ~ 4 0 ~ 4  + ~ 6 6 0 ; s .  

(4) 

Although the ferroelastic BiVO, crystal is monoclinic, it may be considered ortho- 
rhombic because p(90.38') is nearly 90.0", and the accuracy of our sample alignment is 
+1 .OD. The zero-field splitting Hamiltonian for orthorhombic symmetry is (Rudowicz 
1985) 

H,, = BgO; + BZO; + B:Oj + BiOf + BiO: + BlOi + BZOi + BZO; + B i 0 ; .  
(5) 

However, we used the conventional zero-field splitting Hamiltonian, which is still 
widely used (Bleaney and Stevens 1953, Abragam and Bleaney 1970, Pool and Farach 
1972): 

H,, = D[S: - S(S + 1)/3]  + E($ + S5)/2 + F[355': - 30S(.5' + 1)s: + ZSS; 

- 6S(S + 1) + 3S2(S + 1)2]/180+ 8420: 
= BiO; + BiO: + 5400: -t BiO: 
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where D and E are the second-order axial and the rhombic zero-field splitting parame 
ters, respectively, and F is a fourth-order one. The relationship between the notations 
are D = 35:, E = 35; and F = 1805: (Abragam and Bleaney 1970). Here, we used 
only four parameters instead of the nine in equation (5) because these parameters 
turned out to he sufficient to fit our experimental data. The hyperfine interaction is 

where A represents the hypefine tensor, and I is the nuclear spin vector. 
The maximumseparation of the resonance fields due to the D-tensor was observed 

when the magnetic field was applied along the Z + 45' (i.e. c + 135") direction in the 
ca-plane of the crystal, and this direction was designated as the z axis of the D-tensor. 
We carried out a coordinate transformation from the principal axes of the D-tensor to 
the crystallographic axes in order to analyse the experimental data obtained on the 
crystallographic principal planes. The energy levels due to equations (2) and (6) were 
obtained by nwnerically diagonalizing the 6 x 6 matrix of the IS, S,) states with S = 5 
by employing the Jacobi rotation method. In order to obtain the EPR parameters from 
the measured spectra, all allowed transitions corresponding to the resonance lines were 
considered. These transitions between energy level (IS,) only) pairs are indicated for 
each curve in figures 3, 4 and 5. The EPR parameters were determined by a least- 
square fit to the experimental data, and we selected the parameters which best satisfy 
simultaneously the resonance fields measured on the crystallographic ab-, be- and ca- 
planes. 

Since the hyperfine interaction turns out to be much smaller than the Zeeman and 
crystal field interactions, it is sufficient to regard it as the first-order perturbation of 
equations (2) and (6). The EPR parameters which we obtained for Mn2+ in ferroelastic 
BiVO, are summarized in table 1 along with those previously reported by Baran et a i  
(1985). 

The intensity of the EPR spectra is found to decrease as the temperature increases. 
The thirty EPR lines degenerated into six lines of the transition M = { ++ -+ when 
the rotation pattern of the resonance fields in the para-elastic phase was obtained. 
The EPR parameters in the para-elastic phase are summarized in table 2 along with 
those previously reported by Baran et  a/ (1985). 

6. Results aud discussion 

The principal 2, y and z axes of the D-tensor of the Mn2+ ion in the ferroelastic 
phase of BiVO, single crystal are found to lie along the crystallographic 8, c+45O (i.e. 
?i - 45") and ii + 45' (i.e. e + 135') axes, respectively. This designation is, as shown 
in figure 7, different from that of Mn, reported by Baran et al. Their assignment of 
the principal axes appears to he incorrect by 45O, as can be seen in table 1.  Their 
improper designation of the principal axes may be reflected by the largest value of 
b12 compared with b;(D) and bi (E) .  If the axes system of MnI centre is transformed 
to that of ours shown in figure 7, the Mn, centre could be better represented by the 
parameters of the present work. 

There is some confusion concerning the negative components in equation (3) with 
q < 0 and the explicit transformation relationships (Rudowicz 1987). Most books on 
EPR (e.g. Abragam and Bleaney 1970) have ignored these parameters. Baran el al 
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Table 2. A comparison of EPR paranetem of iVlnZt in para-elastic BiV0.t.  

9 D f h  Efh Ffh Afh b: 

Present work 1.994 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.25 
T =  535K &0.001 f0.004 *0.004 &O.Ol 10.01 
h I '  1.994 %O 0.14 0.009 
T = B S O K  *0.05 *0.003 

t The units are d in GHz except for the 9-valus. 
* The units and notations of Baran e t  nl (1985) have been converted Cor comparison 
with our data. 

b 
t 

Figure 7. The relationship betweel, the principal axes of the D-tetuor of M z P  and 
the crystdographic axes on the (020)-pl1mte of figure 1 in the fermelastic phase. 

(1985) obtained parameters with higher-order components and negative q as shown 
in table 1. Bowever, although we adopted conventional zero-field splitting parameters 
without negative components, our calculated angular dependences for the resonance 
fields, drawn with full curves, are in good agreement with the experimental results as 
shown in figures 3, 4 and 5. This shows that our parameters, without negative and 
higher-order terms, are good enough to explain the experimental data. Our crystal is 
the same one used by Choh et a1 (1985) and Lim el al (1989) to report on "V NMR 
in BiVO,. The weak signal with the six-line hyperfine structure to the left of signal 
1 in figure 2 is found to be a forbidden transition between 1;) and 15). The points of 
the forbidden transition are indicated by full circles in figure 5 and the broken curve 
is the result of our calculations. There is no indication of any other Mna+ centres, 
such as Mn,I (Baran el al 1985), which has a vacancy in the immediate environment 
and different principal axes, in our crystal, possibly due to the extremely low MnZt 
concentration. 

As can be seen in table 2, the zero-field splitting parameters of Mn2+ centre are 
zero in the para-elastic phase. While the central transition stays constant as displayed 
in figure 6, implying that the g-value is temperature independent, the D and E are, 
however, found to decrease as the temperature increases. The result of plotting the 
zero-field splitting parameters against temperature is shown in figure 8, where the 
parameters go to zero almost continuously as the temperature approaches T,. Since 
D and E are found to be zero above T,, the phase transition temperature in BiVO, 
can be accurately determined by the EPR technique. The sample, which had a single 
domain, preserved its domain state after the temperature w a s  raised above and 
then cooled down to room temperature. The D-value of our Mn2+ centre decreases 
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as the temperature increases as with the Mn, centre (Baran et ol 1986). However, 
we found inconsistencies in their D-values: for example, D = 0.492 GHz (Baran et a l  
1985) and 1.95 GHz (Baran et al 1986) at room temperature. 

T I€ Yeoni e t  al 

4 ~ 

- I . . .  . .* E . * 1 *TcJ . I  
o . J . - . a . I  

TEMPERATURE ( K l  
0 I00 200 3” 406 ~ 5 0 0 .  800 

Figure a. Tempaature dependence of D a d  E for the Mi?+ in the BiVOi single 
crysbal. The error range of D-value is ritlliu the open circles at given teiiiperatws. 
However, the e m r  bar of E is large because E itself is very siuiall. 

Several possibilities are examined for the MnZ+ centre in the BiVO, crystal. First, 
if the Mn2+ resides in a structural vacancy, such as the geometric centres of the (040)- 
and (OiO)-planes in figure 1, the principal axis of the D-tensor in the ca-plane should 
be parallel to the a or the c axes. Eowever, since the results in figure 5 deviate from 
the a and c axes, this first possibility is ruled out. Next, one may propose that the 
Mn2f ion can occupy either the Bi3+ or V5+ ion site because the y and z axes of 
the D-tensor are nearly parallel to the direction joining V to Bi (or Bi to V) in the 
ca-plane. Meanwhile, the principal axes of the electric field gradient (EFG) tensor of 
the 51V nucleus are known to lie along the crystallographic axes (Choh e t  al 1985). 
Moreover, we compared the temperature dependence of the D-value of the Mn2+ ion 
with that of e’qQ/h of 51V in BiVO?. The variation in the D-value with temperature 
is considered to be related to the displacement of the MuZ+ ion. Since the D-value 
of Mnz+ is dependent on temperature in the present work, the internal crystal field 
at the lattice site occupied by the impurity is definitely changing with temperature. 
According to the literature D and eZqQ/h can be related (Burns 1962). There is also 
a similarity between D and e2qQ/h in the EPR and NMR Hamiltonians (Choh et al 
1989). Since the e2qQ/h of 51V in BiVO, is nearly independent of the temperature 
(Lim el a l  1989), i t  is reasonable to argue that the MnZt ion in the BiVO, crystal 
does not occupy the V site. Accordingly, the second possibility of substituting for the 
V atom is also eliminated. 

The remaining one, substitution for Bi3+, seems more reasonable because the 
principal axes of the D-tensor of the MnZ+ centre are closely associated with the 
crystallographic axes. As shown in figure 7, the z axis of the D-tensor is along the 
direction of the shorter Bi-VO, bond (7.2514 A) and the y axis is along the longer one 
(7.3000 A). Because the displacement of the Bi3+ ions plays a major role in the phase 
transition (Wood and Glazer 1980), the substitution of Bi by M n Z f  is consistent with 
our results of the temperature dependence of the D-value of  MnZt in BiVO,. As far 
as the ionic charge state is concerned, Mn2f is closer to Si3+ than to V5+. 

Considering all these possibilities, we propose that the MI? ion replaces the Bi3+ 
ion without nearby charge compensation. This proposal is rmsistent with that made 
by Baran e l  al (1985). 
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7. Summary 

The EPR parameters and the principal axes of the D-tensor of the MnZ+ centre in the 
ferroelastic phase of BiVO, have been determined in terms of the spin Hamiltonian: 
H = p(B .g*S)+D[S:  -S(S+ 1)/3] + E(S i  +SZ ) / 2 +  F[35S; -3OS(S+ 1)s: +25q - 
6S(S+ I)+3SZ(S+1)2]/180+i?~0,2+S.A.I  with parameters g = 1.9940f0.0009, 
D/h = 2.443 i 0.002, E/h  = 0.4912 * 0.0009, F / h  = 0.094 f 0.002, B,Z/h = 0.9, 
A,/h = 0.27i 0.02, A,/h = 0.25 i 0.02, and A,/h = 0.33 i 0.02 GHz; and I = 6 ,  
y = e + 45O, and z = 71 + 45' at room temperature. The EPR parameters in the 
para-elastic phase have also been determined: g = 1.994f0.001, D / h  = 0.000i0.004, 
E/h = 0.000 =k 0.004, F / h  = 0.00 * 0.01, A/h = 0.25 i 0.01 GHz a t  535 K. The 
experimental data can be explained satisfactorily with only four parameters instead 
of the nine claimed for the orthorhombic system. The temperature dependence of the 
EPR parameters for the Mn2+ impurity in the range 107-535 K is examined and the 
D- and E-values are found to decrease as the temperature increases and go to zero 
as T < T,. It is proposed that the MnZ+ ion substitutes for the Bi3+ ion without 
nearby charge compensation. This Mn2+ centre in BiVO, lias the correct principal 
axes system of the D-tensor compared with the previously reported Mn, centre. 
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